Left. This essay seeks to counter this historiographical trend by exploring the intellectual fervour of the student movement, including its intellectual basis and how ideas were communicated and debated.
First, the relationship between the New and Old Left will be explored, through an examination of how they defined themselves at the time, through New Left journals. I will argue that despite their differences, many links remained both in ideas, and in its institutionalised form as the New and Old Left debated the vexed and unresolved identity of the revolutionary actor.
Secondly, the ideas which characterised and motivated the student Left, will be examined, through an exploration of student media, principally through two particular debates which occurred in the publication of The National Union of Students; National U.
Thirdly, I will turn to the actual ideas of the student moment, derived from the above analysis, by focussing on the thought of Herbert Marcuse and Antonio Gramsci in order to understand why they resonated with the student New Left, as an incipient intelligentsia. The New Left's appropriation of these thinkers, which was by no means automatic, encouraged new forms of expression, and redefined what constituted "the political", as they explored in practice and in theory ideas of counter-hegemony, participatory democracy and student vanguardism. Rather than a relationship of simplistic causal intellectual influence, there was an elective affinity between these thinkers and the New Left, as students rather than crudely adopting wholesale systems of thought, interpreted "student bibles" in their own manner, reinterpreting the gospel to suit their concrete realities. Lastly, I will turn to an analysis of culture. This was the main divide, both in theory and practice between the Old and New Left, and dominated debate, both then and current historiography on the sixties. The ideas of the New Left and the counter-culture, problematised the obfuscatory dichotomy between cultural and political reactions to prevailing social conditions, as both could be viewed as legitimation problems to the established capitalist order. The counter-culture and the New Left combined with issues like the Vietnam war and class inequality, with an aesthetic and expressivist dimension to create an imaginative and playful political choreography which redefined what was regarded as serious politics.
It will be argued that the New Left presented an unprecedented political and cultural challenge to both the form and content of the existing society. It was a heterogeneous phenomenon, espousing contradictory aims and practices. It will be argued the student Left was versatile and volatile, responding to intellectual currents with a detailed and self-reflexive analysis. The student media both exemplified these currents in the New Left, and form a fascinating study in their own right, whilst also revealing much of the elusive character of the New Left.
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The New Left
In the above introduction, the New Left was loosely defined, almost equated with the counterculture and student radicals. The New Left is difficult to define as it was neither inspired by a common ideology, nor led by a homogenous party. Rather, it was fragmented, at times inspired by intellectuals like Marcuse and Sartre, and at other times by the leaders of guerrilla warfare such as Fanon, Debray and Guevara. 3 Marcuse celebrated this fact, when addressing a cheering political rally:
I want to add one thing here that may appear almost heretical -no primitive unification of strategy. The Left is Split! The Left has always been split! Only the right, which has no ideas to fight for, is united! 4
While some theorists have sought to define the essence of the Left, in terms of a romantic or expressive sensibility, any definition of the New Left must recognise its lack of unity or coherence, both in terms of ideology and practice. 5 The New Left were partly defined by its aims, but also by its practice which was constitutive of its very identity. 6 As John Sonbanmatsu notes, A nuanced understanding must take note of the origins, constituency, aims and ideas of the New Left and recognise there can be no grand narrative of the sixties.
In theory at least, participating in the New Left did not demand adherence to any particular ideology. All beliefs, tactics, and modes of self and group expression were welcome. 7 Nevertheless, the process of defining the New Left is a useful heuristic exercise. In accordance with the historicist approach of this essay, it is pertinent to turn to the very definitions Australian Left Review is simply the successor to the now defunct Communist Review -but it is premature to jump to such an easy conclusion," although Playford concluded that Arena was the better journal.
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A cursory examination of the content of the journals reveals similar themes. For instance, at the conclusion of "the New Left", Mortimer extends a Communist blessing to the New Left, noting "there is no doubt that the parties need the theoretical freshness and vitality of the New Left," and calling for the mutually beneficial bridging of the two. Moreover, Alastair Davidson argues that despite some internal opposition, the CPA rapidly adopted the cultural interpretation of
Gramsci. Eric Aarons of the CPA, even suggested that ideological work had to precede any revolutionary activity, an idea that would lead to later splits in the CPA.
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23 Doug White, "The Communist Congress: Two perspectives" Arena, 13, 1967. Indeed ASIO comes to a similar conclusion in a report entitled, "The New (Young) Left' in Australia: Recent Trends In Theory and Strategy", the report concludes after a close reading of a socialist article that "the young Left, despite its alleged radicalism and active ideological fervour was still seen to be an integral part of the general Left movement and to be affiliated with policymaking adult political organisations, e.g. the A.L.P. and the C.P.A. It is arguable, that students could be constituted as Organic Intellectuals, in Gramscian terms. Gramsci wrote that "The popular element 'feels' but does not always understand or know the intellectual element 'knows' but does not always understand and in particular 'feel.'" 37 Considering the aesthetic or expressivist tendency in the counter-culture and student Left, then it could be argued that this criteria is met. Gramsci's "traditional" intellectuals functioned within the university structure, despite having this proximity in common, students were not the disinterested scholars of this "traditional" type. 38 Verity Burgmann explores the more extreme position that in some sense radical intellectuals can be considered a class. Despite their lack of relation to the means of production, intellectuals can be regarded as a class with class interests, despite not being on "the road to class power." 39 Finally, the importance of students to the New Left revolves around the Marcusean idea that students may be the revolutionary actor, rather than the proletariat. This idea will be examined in more detail in the following sections. Evidently, when discussing the New Left, it is not misleading to equate them with a student based movement.
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The Currency of Ideas in the Student New Left
The vitality of debate which characterises the student media in the sixties flies in the face of common conceptions of Australia as an anti-intellectual society. shortcomings. This section does not seek to celebrate this fact, but rather to explore the currency and movement of Leftist ideas within the student media. It is by turning away from a unitary focus on major thinkers and texts towards an examination of the play of ideas and the bearers of ideas, conceiving students as 'organic intellectuals' that our understanding of the function and meaning of ideas will be clarified.
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The New Left has been seen as a movement of ideas both because of its intellectual origins as well as its failure to coalesce into a traditional political platform. 43 The New Left was marked by a diverse array of ideas that held currency primarily within the printed form, although the importance of sit-ins, teach-ins, rallies, protests and conferences should not be overlooked. The sixties saw a veritable explosion of print media, from academic journals to broadsheets and to other university publications from student magazine to leaflets. 44 Verity Burgmann and Andrew Milner argue that magazines and newspapers provide the clearest instance of this affinity between intellectual life and radical politics. Publications provide a vital means by which to circulate cultural products for Australian intellectuals, which inevitably included expressly political products.
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This bold claim present problems: utilising student publications as an historical source in order to explore the ideas which held sway in the student politics is highly problematic as it fails to adequately determine the relationship between a text and the impact upon its audience. It is important to ask how the views expressed in such media were accepted, rejected, debated, or even read. On this latter point, despite being held as the high point of student activism in Australia, there were still those who decried student apathy. Those on the Left were also more vocal than the majority of students and Gerard Henderson noted that when analysing the intellectual currents that have an effort on students, one can only uncover evidence of those who verbalise their political Thus, although it may appear reductivist, in a sense, the student New Left cannot only be explored through the print media, but in a certain sense was constituted by such publications. 42 Furthermore, James Walters argues that in decrying the absence of major thinkers, this perspective ignores the play of ideas and bearers of ideas in Australian political history. James Walter in "Intellectuals and the Political culture" in Intellectual Movements and Australian Society", p. 241. 43 Editorial New Left Review 1 (January/February, 1960), p. 1. The failure to form a traditional party platform has been turned into a conservative critique by some commentators. Ambrose, whilst discussing the U.S. context laments the failure of radicals in the sixties to establish a political party of the Left, instead "it took its opportunity to print a licence to riot, to scandalize, to do drugs and group sex, to talk and dress dirty, to call for revolution and burn flags, to condemn parents and indeed anyone over 30 years of age, in an excess of free will and childish misjudgement selfdom matched and never exceeded." Stephen Ambrose "Foreword" in Adam Garfinkle, Birrell questions what the rank and file of the student movement believed in and whether they were predominantly Old or New Left in orientation. To some extent polls can address this question, but not only are they few and far between, but furthermore, they are unwieldy in providing detailed and nuanced information about students beliefs.
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However, as the scope here is limited to analysing the flow of ideas, these methodological issues largely miss the mark. Moreover, the very contestation which occurs in the student publications, such as that of The National Union of Australian University Students', National U, suggests a lively atmosphere of argumentation and dispute. 49 Indeed as Barry York notes, in 1969
"it achieved considerable political sophistication, with polemical exchanges and analyses seeking to critically define the Australian student movement." National U had a circulation in 1968 of 50,000, leading York to claim that more than any other factor it helped to achieve a "sense of a national student movement." The newspaper brought to the most isolated campuses reports of what students elsewhere in Australia and overseas were doing, such that it became "a virtual encyclopaedia of student unrest in Australia." 50 However, by assuming that student publications give privileged access to the real meaning of the student Left, many voices are likely to remain unheard, particularly when many student 46 Gerard Henderson in "A Symposium of Intellectual Influences on the student Left", National U, (4 August, 1969 Nevertheless, an exploration of National U reflects a public sphere in which reasoned debate and articulation of ideas flowed. A focus on National U is justified, due both to the extent of its nationwide readership, and moreover to the prosaic fact that it lifted many of the best article from university based journals such as Honi Soit, Rabelais, Farrago and Lots Wife. This section will explore two particular debates which occurred within the pages of National U.
The first of these debates was instigated on the 17 March 1969 edition, Kelvin Rowley and Terry Counihan contributed an article "Radical Student Politics: some critical notes" where they stated at the outset that
We are both Marxists, and believe that not only is a revolutionary transformation of society desirable, but in a long term view, possible. We thus sympathise with the student insurgents and our criticism, however harsh these may be, are intended to be constructive.
With this caveat Rowley and Counihan proceed to critique the "intellectual poverty" of the Melbourne based Students for a Democratic Society, by asserting that despite its claim to have no ideology, they are really espousing a confused form of participatory democracy. Despite sympathising with SDS' distrust of the Old Left, they view the "non-ideological activism of SDS like boarding a train and without knowing what direction it is headed." Moreover, they view the demands for participatory democracy, as "so wide as to be rendered vacuous and unrelated to the concrete reality in which this is rooted." Rather, they seek to relate democracy to a Marxist analysis tying into a social and economic framework.
What is most notable in their review of radical politics is, first, their Marxist orientation: the Old Left still held some sway. Secondly, Rowley and Counihan also focus on the university as the site where student should focus their dissent, condemning the University as a conservative institution which extolled the values of the capitalist society where knowledge is regarded as a commodity. Further they claim that universities are characterised by instrumental rationality, 51 Indeed this may be a micro example of a parallel concern that Bendle noted with society in general, namely that there was a fundamental disjunction between the popular culture on one hand and the nation's intellectual culture on the other. However, this concern is largely mute if we limit the scope to analysing the ideas on the New Left. the common experience of students, rather than other issues" is an attempt to contrive a revolution as it legitimises the dichotomy between curricular and extra-curricular activities and ignores concern for other as a prerequisite for building up a revolutionary movement." Indeed, van Moorst notes that "it is about time that the materialism and tactics of most Marxists was replaced by concern and morality" and that "social change becomes an issue as important as economic and political change." This is not to appeal to students' self interest, but rather to make them realise that "human dignity and human rights are a concern to all." One is reminded of Hannah Arendt's prescription that students "did not simply carry on propaganda, but acted, and, moreover acted almost exclusively from moral motives.'' 56 53 This view is similar to that of York who perceives the root cause of the student protest movement in the crisis in educational philosophy. This crisis was caused by a rapid expansion in tertiary education necessitated by a post-war society which demanded increasingly educated workers. Crudely speaking, Australia's university planners, cognizant of the second industrial revolution were torn between two different models. On the one hand the Newman model, which emphasised the cultivation of intellect for its own sake, and on the other hand, Kerr's "Multiversity", which viewed the university as a servant of the economy. York produces convincing evidence for this tension in the Murray and Martin Committee reports, whereby "Education should be regarded as an investment which ruled direct and significant economic benefits through increasing the skill of the population." York argues that student unrest resulted from an awareness by radical students of the contradiction of universities persisting with the myth of the 'community of scholar's whilst in reality viewing students as 'units of human capital.' York, Student Revolt!, p.33.
What is most important, however, is van Moorst's point that "advocates of radicalism must be personally experienced and felt to have any real meaning. It cannot be passed on solely through books." Here we see the expressivist and counter-cultural tendencies of the New Left are made evident,which will be explored in the following section 54 John Docker when discussing Dennis Altman's article "students in the Electric Age", and in light of views similar to those put forth by York in the footnote above, notes that "their first target of attack then is the university itself," John Docker, "Those Halcyon Days': the Moment of the New Left," in Head and Waters, Intellectual Movements and Australian Society, p. 291. Similarly, CAhil and Irving argue that that "Sooner or later student movements are going to focus on the university, and eventually a movement for university reform will emerge.", and analyses it in light of Marcuse' notion of repressive tolerance and the ability of thee university to absorb Dissent. Counihan and Rowley made the obvious point that revolutionary activism without revolutionary ideas leads only to a victorious counter-revolution. I was startled to observe that they did not place an acknowledgement to 57 National U, (April 14, 1969) . In the last right of reply, Counihan and Rowley counter that this point "common wisdom long before the septuagenarian New Leftist Marcuse was writing" in "Pipe Dream Revolutionaries: a Rejoinder" National U (12 May 1969). What this final rejoinder demonstrates is that for many it was the ideas that were important and adopted, rather than any particular subservience to any one thinker or creed.
Henderson makes a similar argument that "one cannot analyse the intellectual influences on student activists, as there are no intellectual mentors."
Henderson instead identifies three types of Leftist figures. First, "Heroes" to be admired, but not necessarily followed, who include Mao, Ho Chi Minh, Guevara, Castro and Fanon. Secondly, "Slogan suppliers" such as C. Wright Mills, and Herbert Marcuse, from where students derive slogans such as the "power elite", "repressive tolerance" "alienation" and "one dimensionality". This response is particularly insightful when it comes to analysing how ideas flow in society.
Michael Lowy argues that:
it is not the 'influence' of these thinkers that explains the spirit of 1968, but the other way round: the rebel youth looked out for authors who could provide ideas and arguments for their protest and for their desires. Between them and the movement there was, during the 1960s and the early 1970s, a sort of spiritual 'elective affinity': they discovered each other and influenced each other, in a process of reciprocal recognition.
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This notion of an "elective affinity" aptly describes the currency of ideas of the student New Left, as demonstrated in student media. It reflects the dialectical relationship which problematises any conceptual analysis such as Kirsener's notion of "Masters" "Interpreters" and "Actors."
Marcuse responded to events of the students making and the students adopted his thought in a kind of symbiotic intellectual praxis. 
Culture: The Difference between Old and New
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Whilst it is beyond the scope of this paper to return to this deeply nuanced debate, it is worth noting that an emphasis on culture dominates student media. Returning to the debate in National U, "Symposium on the Intellectual Influences on the Student Consciousness today", Kirsener argued that:
As both a political and cultural phenomenon, the New Left has developed a more total revolutionary strategy, Marcuse's "Great Refusal" could and did take many "weird and clownish forms." Martin Matustik argues that, "In the face of the gruesomely serious totality of institutionalised politics, satire, irony and laughing provocation becomes a necessary dimension of the new politics." 84 Ralph Summy expresses a similar celebration of the aesthetic elements of the counter-culture noting that one can assault the one-dimensionality and repressive culture of the world exposed by Marcuse, by building an enclave culture, an expanding island of deviant meanings within the sea of capitalist society. 85 However, Peter O'Brian argued against this expressivist strain as "it is not possible to drop out of the capitalist totality; 'to live' as Gramsci points out, 'is to be committed. '" 86 This tension between an aesthetic and expressivist outlook on the one hand and an overt political response on the other, dominated the student media then, as it does sixties historiography today. In both instances, an emphasis is placed on the co-optive powers of capitalism to absorb the threat from the counter-cultural elements of the New Left. Donald Duclow wrote in "Herbert 
Conclusion
The New Left evinced many similarities with the Old Left: in ideas, institutions, publications and individual cross over. This essay has explored New Left media, both general, and student based, which elucidates the key ideas and thinkers who influenced the New Left. Media such as National U, helped foster a flow of ideas between students around the nation, crossfertilising both the Old and New Left, linking local national and international contexts.
The students of the New Left, embraced intellectuals such as Antonio Gramsci and Herbert
Marcuse, in a dialectical manner, developing an "elective affinity." Rather than turning to these bibles of the student movement, student adopted the gospel in their own uniquely antinomian and millenarian manner, appropriating ideas to fit the peculiarities of their concrete reality, which 
